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Rahu-Ketu Transit 2023–2025: 
Effects on your Relationships 

1. Purpose: 
 

Relationships are transitive and mutual. The purpose of this report is to provide a clear 

understanding of how you would be relating to your loved ones, your family members 

and friends in the Rahu-Ketu Transit period. More importantly, the report has pointers 

as to keep your relationships warm and cordial. This transit period extends from 30th 

October 2023 to 18th May 2025. 

• Rahu will transit form his current position in Aries to Aries. 

• Ketu will move from his current position in Libra to Virgo. 

The above change in position of the planets in the natal Zodiac chart will be correlated 

with the planets position in your birth chart and the guidance provided. 

2. Birth details 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birth Details  

Name  ABC 

Birth Date  Saturday, May 2, 1981 

Birth Time  04:18:00 AM 

Gender  female 

City  Salem 

State  Tamil Nadu 

Country  India 

Astro Details 

Lagna  Pisces 

Moon Sign  Pisces 

Sun Sign  Aries 

Birth Star  Uttara Bhadrapada 
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3. Birth Chart 

  

4. Analysis 
 

Pisces is your birth Ascendant Sign and Moon sign as well. 

Analyzing your birth chart, the transiting Rahu will get positioned in the Ascendant and 

the Moon sign itself. 1st House, this indicates self, confidence, health and identity. 

The transiting Ketu will position himself in your 7th House from your Ascendant and 

from the Moon sign.  

The 7th house, which stands for spouse / partner, marital life, relationship, contacts, 

friends, public at large and partnership. 

Overall, it will have a deep connection for improving the relationship with stress and 

patience. 

5. Inference 
 

Being a Pisces ascendant, you will greatly value your freedom and may be somewhat 

egoistic at times. In relationship you need security, which comes from your loved one. 

Emotional pain will give vulnerability, better to avoid. You are extremely sensitive and 

may see badness in relationship. It is better to concentrate on what is needed in life and 

be thankful for it. 

This transit period until August 2024, will protect you from issues to some extent, but 

your own actions should be double check before taking decision. Unnecessary stress 

may form and it may go beyond your control. You should leave this to time and try to be 

clear in actions. You may get expected results slowly which may test your patience. 
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From September 2024 to October 2024, it is strong period for strengthen relationships. 

You will behave sensibly which attracts everybody towards you. You will take genuine 

decisions with some delay which may give confusion to the persons on your behavior or 

action. You can handle sensitive issues effectively and you can try to patch up the 

relationship issues. Great patience requires as situations and may irritate you 

continuously. Sometimes you will become moody on responding issues, which may get 

delay further to resolve. Being aware of your qualities, less expectation from others will 

help you to maintain good relationship with all in this period.  

There will be a chance for personal settlement in life with the available opportunities, 

be vigilant in finalizing partner. Simultaneously you should improve cordial 

relationships with loved one, relatives and friends. You can be able to protect your 

personal relationships during this transit and you can improve it to better as per 

convenience. You should be careful in conversations with everybody, avoid loose talks 

with friends. 

Rahu and Ketu transit may increase stressful situations one after other, which is not a 

good indication for growth. You should avoid giving oral commitments which can save 

you from allegation. You should be transparent in communication which is must. 

Unnecessary stress may decrease your confidence for handling situations effectively.  In 

every situation you need to put hard efforts to get actual results. 

6. Remedy 

• Fire ritual to Lord Rahu – http://www.astroved.com/planetary-fire-lab-rahu-

fire-lab-homa--P58.aspx. 

7. Home remedy 
 

• Offer Lemon garland to Goddess Durga on the Friday every week for a year. 

• Donate Radish to poor old person every Tuesday 

• Do Meditation for at least 10 to 20 minutes on every day.  

• Practicing breathing exercises will calm your mind and emotions. 
 

For any queries or clarification with the above predictions / answers / information, 

please contact:    astrologer@astroved.com 

 

 

May the Almighty shower his choicest blessings on you and your family! 

Best wishes and good luck! 
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